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Steel Nail Making Machine 

 
Nail Making Machine Z94-C Series adopts piston structure to ensure the high working speed, low noise, high 

size accuracy and less chance of impact characteristics, especially can make excellent quality You Mao nail and 

other special-shaped nail which are suitable for high speed studs for welding machine and nail gun.  

 Technical parameter of common wire nail making machine:  

                            Price of Nail Making Machine 

Technical Date Unit Z94-1C Z94-2C Z94-3C Z94-4C Z94-5.5C Z94-6.5C 

Dimeter of Nail mm 0.9-1.6 1.2-2.8 1.8-3.4 2.8-4.5 3.7-5.5 4.5-6.5 

Length of Nail mm 9-25 16-50 30-75 50-100 80-150 100-200 

Capacity Pcs/Min 450 350 320 280 200 160 

Power Kw 1.5 2.2 3 4 5.5 11 

Weight Kg 800 1200 1400 2000 2500 5000 

Dimension mm 
1440*1040 

*1270 

1645*1215 

*1345 

1800*1260 

*1460 

2120*1540 

*1590 

2380*1580 

*1600 

3200*2200 

*2200 
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Features of automatic nail making machine:  

 

1. Nail making machine has the features of small in size, easy to move, low noise, low power cons

umption, and it is easy to operate, just need to change different size mould for making different   

diameter nails, if you want to make different lengths of nails for same diameter, no need to change 

anything. 

 2. Nail making machines can feed the materials automatically, and making nail body straight, nail 

points sharp and symmetric, nail caps round. Each nail made from this machine is excellent and  

perfect.  

 3. Main components (shaft, cams and gear) of nail machine are made of high quality steel, and du

rable in use, has good stability.  

 
Advantage: 

 

1. The machine is made from bearing, which make the machine less impact and low noise. 

 

2. The machine can feed the raw material automatically. 

 

3. The machine can add lubricating oil automatically. 

 

4. One model nail making machine can make different size of nails. 

 

5. The warranty time of our machines is 2 years.   
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Polish machine 
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Accessories 
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Nails 
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